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Draft 4/30/2013 
 


Communication (Oral) 
 


Communication Goal #1: Develop and present ideas logically and effectively in order to enhance communication and collaboration 
with diverse individuals and groups.  


Learning Outcome A:  Use appropriate conventions and strategies in oral communication for various audiences and 
purposes.  


Specific Criteria for 
Learning Outcome A 4 3 2 1 0 


Organization   
  


Arrange presentation so 
transitions create coherent 
progress toward the 
conclusion and the main 
points are identified in the 
introduction and repeated 
in the conclusion.   


Employ a recognizable 
organizational pattern 
with well stated main 
points, some sudden 
transitions, and/or clear 
conclusion. 


Show some 
organization with main 
points that are unclear 
or not sufficiently 
stressed.   


Demonstrates poor 
organization with 
underdeveloped, 
irrelevant, or unclear 
introduction, main 
points, and 
conclusions. 


Lack organization.  


Language / Audience 
Awareness 


Compose effective 
presentation using 
language that is concise, 
original, and suited to the 
audience. 


Understand audience 
but uses language with 
less sophistication, 
expressiveness, and/or 
originality.  


Identify target 
audience but is not 
effective in using 
language that conveys 
the appropriate tone  


Use language that is 
too informal, too 
imprecise or too 
distracting for target 
audience. 


Unable to identify 
target audience 
and/or use of 
language is 
inappropriate. 


Supporting Material/ 
Evidence  


Employ timely and relevant 
material to provide 
effective support in a way 
that reflects a thorough 
understanding of the 
topic/thesis.  


Select sufficient and 
relevant supporting 
materials, but lack in 
analysis, comparisons, 
or credible authorities.   


Use some supporting 
materials with limited 
or incomplete 
explanations, 
examples, and/or 
descriptions.  


Identify insufficient or 
inappropriate 
supporting materials. 


Lack sources or 
documentation. 


Topic/Thesis 
Formulate a topic/thesis 
that is clear, developed, 
and well supported. 


Delineate topic/thesis 
and main points with 
partially developed 
explanations. 


State topic/thesis but 
the difference between 
the main points and 
supporting details is 
blurred.   


Identify topic/thesis 
vaguely which cause 
audience to make 
assumptions. 


Lack focus which 
causes audience 
confusion. 


 


Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 


__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Critical Inquiry 


 


Critical Inquiry Goal #2:  Use scientific, quantitative, and computational process in order to solve real-world problems 
 Learning Outcome B:  Apply quantitative and computational processes to solve problems. 


Specific Criteria for 
Learning Outcome B 4 3 2 1 0 


Analyze relevant 
information that is 
needed to solve 
problems. 


Justify solution in terms 
of relevant information 
needed to solve a 
problems from 
irrelevant information. 


Use relevant 
information needed to 
solve a problem and 
explain if/why other 
information is 
irrelevant. 


Identify relevant 
information needed to 
solve the problem but 
cannot explain if/why 
other information is 
irrelevant. 


Unable to extract 
relevant information 
needed to solve a 
problem. 


Unable to identify 
appropriate information 
or misinterpret 
information.   


Select appropriate 
methods and apply 
them to solve 
problems. 


Solve a variety of real-
world problems using 
appropriate methods 
with consistent 
accuracy without verbal 
or supporting cues. 


Use appropriate 
methods to calculate 
real-world problems 
accurately with 
occasional verbal or 
supportive cues.  
Independent 
calculations. Includes 
minor errors. 


Solve calculations 
correctly but requires 
frequent verbal or 
supportive cues. 
Independent calculation 
accuracy is erratic. 


Perform calculations 
with minimal accuracy 
independently. Can 
perform calculation 
accurately but only with 
continuous verbal and 
supportive cues.  


Perform calculations 
with less than 50% 
accuracy. 


Effectively 
communicate 
quantitative concepts. 


Articulate a variety of 
complex concepts in a 
logical and 
comprehensible 
manner. 


Generate explanations 
of concepts that are 
detailed and clear. 


Define all major steps 
with some details 
missed or some 
language not 
completely precise. 


List basic concepts.  Unable to explain basic 
concepts.  


 
Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
 
 


__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Diversity in Creative Works  
Diversity Goal #2:  Analyze the major ideas, techniques, and processes that inform creative works within different cultural and 
historical contexts 
Criteria 4 3 2 1 0 


Identify creative 
techniques and 
processes used in 
creative works from 
different cultural 
perspectives. 


Apply an understanding of  
creative techniques and 
processes from different 
cultural perspectives and 
their significance to the 
analysis of creative works 


Explain how techniques 
and processes from 
different cultural 
perspectives are 
significant in the creation 
of creative works. 


Describe  techniques 
and processes from a 
single cultural 
perspective and define 
their significance in 
relation to the work 


Has difficulty linking 
technique and 
process of a creative 
work to a cultural 
perspective. 


Insufficient 
Performance 


Relate techniques and 
processes to the 
expression of themes 
and ideas 
representative of 
different cultural 
perspectives. 


Relate techniques and 
processes to the expression 
of themes and ideas 
representative of different 
cultural perspectives 


Analyze with the use of  
examples the ways 
relevant techniques and 
processes  contribute to 
themes and ideas 
representative of 
different cultural 
perspectives 


Explain the relationship 
of relevant techniques 
and processes to 
themes and ideas 
representative of 
different cultural 
perspectives 


Identify techniques 
and processes 
associated with a 
cultural perspective.  


Insufficient 
Performance 


Relate creative works 
from different cultural 
perspectives to their 
historical context. 


 


Apply a clear understanding 
of  historical context and 
cultural perspective to the 
analysis of a creative work 


Comprehend historical 
context and cultural 
perspective and explains 
its relationship to a 
particular creative work 


Identify the historical 
context and cultural 
perspective of a 
creative work, but 
expression of the 
influence of those 
elements is limited.  


Unable to link both 
historical context and 
cultural perspective 
to creative works. 


Insufficient 
Performance 


 


Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 


__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Communication—Written 
 


Written Communication Goal #1: Develop and present ideas logically and effectively in order to enhance communication and 
collaboration with diverse individuals and groups. 


Learning Outcome B:  Use appropriate conventions and strategies in written communication for various audiences and 
purposes. 


 


Criteria 4 3 2 1 0 
Context of 
and Purpose 
(or thesis) for 
Writing  
 


Demonstrates a thorough 
understanding of context, 
audience, and purpose that is 
responsive to the assigned task(s) 
and focuses on all elements of the 
work.  


Exhibits adequate 
consideration of context, 
audience, and purpose and a 
clear focus on the assigned 
task(s) (e.g., the task aligns 
with audience, purpose, and 
context).  


Expresses deliberate 
awareness of context, 
audience, purpose, and to 
the assigned tasks(s) (e.g., 
begins to show awareness 
of audience's perceptions 
and assumptions).  


Shows minimal 
attention to context, 
audience, purpose, 
and to the assigned 
tasks(s) (e.g., 
expectation of 
instructor or self as 
audience).  


Insufficient 
performance 


Content 
Development 


Applies relevant, substantive, and 
thoughtful content to achieve 
purpose and illustrate mastery of 
the subject, conveying the writer's 
understanding of and contribution 
to the academic conversation 
throughout the whole work.  


Uses relevant and substantive 
content to achieve purpose 
and explore ideas within the 
context of the discipline and 
shape the whole work.  


Incorporates appropriate 
and relevant content to 
achieve main purpose and 
develop and explore ideas 
through most of the work.  


Uses appropriate and 
relevant content to 
develop simple ideas 
in some parts of the 
work.  


Insufficient 
performance 


Sources and 
Evidence 


Demonstrates skillful use of high-
quality, credible, relevant sources 
to develop ideas that are 
appropriate for the discipline and 
genre of the writing. 


Demonstrates consistent use of 
credible, relevant sources to 
support ideas that are situated 
within the discipline and genre 
of the writing.  


Attempts to use credible 
and/or relevant sources to 
support ideas that are 
appropriate for the 
discipline and genre of the 
writing.  


Shows minimal 
attention to source 
material to support 
idea in the writing.  


Insufficient 
performance 


Control of 
Syntax and 
Mechanics 


Demonstrates clear and fluid 
control of syntax and mechanics 
that skillfully communicates 
meaning to readers and is virtually 
error-free.  


Uses syntax and mechanics 
that generally conveys 
meaning to readers with 
clarity. The language has few 
errors.  


Exhibits substantive errors 
in syntax and mechanics 
which, at times, impedes 
the clarity of the work.  


Shows a serious 
pattern of error in 
syntax and mechanics 
that interferes with 
meaning.  


Insufficient 
performance 


NOTE: Writing should be scored in each category according to genre and disciplinary conventions. 
 


Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Critical Inquiry 


 


Critical Inquiry Goal #2:  Use scientific, quantitative, and computational process in order to solve real-world problems 
 Learning Outcome B:  Apply quantitative and computational processes to solve problems. 


Specific Criteria for 
Learning Outcome B 4 3 2 1 0 


Analyze relevant 
information that is 
needed to solve 
problems. 


Justify solution in terms 
of relevant information 
needed to solve a 
problems from 
irrelevant information. 


Use relevant 
information needed to 
solve a problem and 
explain if/why other 
information is 
irrelevant. 


Identify relevant 
information needed to 
solve the problem but 
cannot explain if/why 
other information is 
irrelevant. 


Unable to extract 
relevant information 
needed to solve a 
problem. 


Unable to identify 
appropriate information 
or misinterpret 
information.   


Select appropriate 
methods and apply 
them to solve 
problems. 


Solve a variety of real-
world problems using 
appropriate methods 
with consistent 
accuracy without verbal 
or supporting cues. 


Use appropriate 
methods to calculate 
real-world problems 
accurately with 
occasional verbal or 
supportive cues.  
Independent 
calculations. Includes 
minor errors. 


Solve calculations 
correctly but requires 
frequent verbal or 
supportive cues. 
Independent calculation 
accuracy is erratic. 


Perform calculations 
with minimal accuracy 
independently. Can 
perform calculation 
accurately but only with 
continuous verbal and 
supportive cues.  


Perform calculations 
with less than 50% 
accuracy. 


Effectively 
communicate 
quantitative concepts. 


Articulate a variety of 
complex concepts in a 
logical and 
comprehensible 
manner. 


Generate explanations 
of concepts that are 
detailed and clear. 


Define all major steps 
with some details 
missed or some 
language not 
completely precise. 


List basic concepts.  Unable to explain basic 
concepts.  


 
Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
 
 


__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Diversity (World Cultures) 
 


Diversity Goal #1: Analyze their own cultural assumptions in the context of the world’s diverse values, traditions, and belief systems.    
Learning Outcomes 4 3 2 1 0 


Articulate one’s own 
cultural values and 
assumptions.  
  


Examine perceptions 
and assumptions about 
other cultures. 
Acknowledges 
assumptions and biases.  


Tolerate ambiguity and 
understands one’s own 
identification with 
multiple identities 
(gender, age, religion, 
ethnicity, SES, etc.).  


Recognize the influence 
of cultural background 
on self. Examines and 
understands how one’s 
own worldview evolved 
from socialization. 


Show minimal 
awareness of one’s own 
cultural and historical 
background. 


Unaware of one’s own 
cultural and historical 
background. 


Compare cultural values 
across a range of 
cultures.  


Articulate the complex 
nuances of a range of 
cultures. 


Cognizant of differing 
values across cultures. 
Does not distinguish 
differences as superior 
or inferior. 


Recognize some cultural 
differences. Identifies 
differences in terms of 
positive or negative. 


Show minimal 
awareness of cultural 
differences.  


Unaware of cultural 
differences.  


Respond to complex 
questions with answers 
that reflect multiple 
cultural perspectives.  


Evaluate a position, 
text, or behavior. 


Articulate the 
significance of 
acknowledging culture 
in decision-
making/problem-
solving. 


Reflect on multiple 
cultural perspectives, 
but does so in an overly 
generalized or 
simplified manner. 


Response is 
ethnocentric in nature 
and/or asserts that 
cultural differences are 
inconsequential. 


Insufficient 
performance 


 
Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
 


 
__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Communication 
Effective Communication Goal #1: Develop and present ideas logically and effectively in order to enhance communication and 
collaboration with diverse individuals and groups. 


Learning Outcome C:  Individually apply appropriate verbal and nonverbal strategies to promote collaboration   
Learning Outcome 4 3 2 1 0 


Focus on Task and 
Participation 


Stay on task 
consistently and reliably 
without reminders from 
group members or 
instructor.  


Focus on the task most 
of the time but needs 
occasional reminders. 


Focus on the task some 
of the time. Other 
group members must 
remind this person to 
keep on task. 


Focus little on the task 
and lets others do the 
work. 


Does not participate. 


Teamwork 


Encourage others to 
share ideas, helps to 
make them clear and 
connects them to the 
team’s work. Always 
performs all duties of 
the assigned team role.  


Help team solve 
problems, manage 
conflicts, and stay 
focused and organized.  


Show some effort to 
share ideas with the 
team 


Contribute little to the 
group effort 


Does not contribute to 
group effort.  


Respect for Others 


Recognize everyone’s 
strengths and 
encourages the team to 
use them. 


Listen carefully to 
teammates and is polite 
and thoughtful.  


Listen to teammates, 
but not consistently. 


Show little respect for 
teammates (may 
interrupt, ignore ideas, 
hurt feelings).  


Ignore teammates. 


 
Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
 
 
__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
 








 


 


Assessment Rubric for FYS: Knowledge of the Core 


Goal: To understand (a) the mission, goals, and core values of the UCA Core, (b) how the four core 


competencies relate to the mission and goals, and (c) how the structure of the UCA Core contributes to 


developing those competencies throughout a student’s course of study. 


Learning 
outcomes 


4  -  Exceptional 3 -  Proficient 2  -  Acceptable 1 -  Failed 


Understands the 
mission, goals, 
and core values 
of the UCA Core  
and how the four 
competencies 
relate to its 
mission, goals, 
and values  


Reflects on the 
UCA Core’s 
mission, goals  and 
core values, and 
the role of the core 
competencies  


Explains the mission 
and values of the 
UCA Core and shows 
how competencies 
contribute to the 
mission and values 


Identifies the mission 
and values of the 
UCA core and the 
four core 
competencies, but 
demonstrates little 
understanding 


No demonstrated 
understanding 


Demonstrates an 
understanding of 
the structure (in 
particular, the 
four 
competencies), 
components, and 
requirements of 
the UCA Core 


(a) Understands all 
of the components 
and requirements 
of the UCA core, 
and 
(b) Explains 
thoroughly how 
the structure of the 
UCA Core 
contributes to the 
mission and values 
of the UCA Core 


(a) Understands 
most of the  
components and 
requirements of the 
UCA Core, and 
(b)  Explains, by and 
large successfully, 
how its structure 
contributes to the 
mission and values 
of the UCA Core   


(a) Identifies, but has 
little understanding,   
of the components 
and requirements of 
the UCA Core, and/or 
(b) Explains, but 
incompletely,  how 
its structure 
contributes to the 
mission and values of 
the UCA Core   


Neither identifies 
components and 
requirements of 
the UCA Core  nor 
shows any basic 
understanding of 
its structure’s 
contribution to 
the mission and 
values of the UCA 
Core   
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Critical Inquiry  
 


Critical Inquiry Goal #1:  Demonstrate a knowledge base that helps them ask more informed questions and learn more complex 
concepts. 


Learning Outcome 4 3 2 1 0 
Demonstrate an 
understanding of the 
basic concepts and 
principles in the 
discipline  


Evaluate 
arguments/theories in 
terms of knowledge of 
concepts and principles. 


Apply concepts and 
principles to answer 
questions or solve 
problems.  


Explain basic concepts 
within the context of 
broader 
questions/theories.  


Identify basic concepts 
without connecting 
them to broader 
questions/theories. 


Insufficient 
performance 


Find and evaluate 
appropriate information 
based on knowledge of 
subject and technology.  


Synthesize appropriate 
information from 
multiple sources in 
order to support 
effective arguments. 


Compare/contrast 
information from more 
than one source in 
appropriate ways.  


Locate relevant 
information in a single 
source. 


Identify minimal 
information that is 
relevant to the 
assignment in a source 
or text. 


Insufficient 
performance 


Apply appropriate 
modes of academic 
inquiry and analysis to 
develop and evaluate a 
position on significant 
questions in the 
discipline. 


Justify a position on a 
significant question or 
problem using 
appropriate modes of 
inquiry and analysis. 


Investigate a significant 
question/problem using 
appropriate modes of 
inquiry and analysis. 


Identify different 
perspectives used in the 
discipline.  


Understand there are 
multiple approaches to 
academic 
questions/problems. 


Insufficient 
performance 


 


Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 


__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
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Responsible Living 
 


Responsible Living Goal #1: Describe ways in which ethical principles affect human choices.  
Learning Outcome 4 3 2 1 0 


Explain ethical 
dimensions of human 
choices 


Evaluate relevant 
ethical, factual, and/or 
conceptual issues. 


Apply relevant ethical, 
factual, and/or 
conceptual issues. 


Explain relevant ethical, 
factual, and/or 
conceptual issues. 


Recognize relevant 
ethical, factual, and/or 
conceptual issues. 


Unaware of relevant 
ethical, factual, and/or 
conceptual issues. 


Explain ethical 
dimensions of human 
choices.  
 


Evaluate alternative 
courses of action and 
thoughtful reflection 
associated with 
outcomes of each.  


Apply a course of action 
and reflect on the 
associated outcomes.  
 


Explains a course of 
action and minimally 
reflects on outcomes 


Recognize a course of 
action but does not 
indicate reflection on 
outcomes.   
 


Unaware of an ethical 
course of action 
without reflection on 
outcomes.  
 


 


Responsible Living Goal #2: Analyze the effect that decisions have on self, others, and the environment.  
Learning Outcome 4 3 2 1 0 


Evaluate the 
consequences of 
decision making. 


Evaluate the 
consequences of 
decision making on self, 
others and the 
environment.  


Predict the 
consequences of 
decision making on self, 
others, and the 
environment.  


Describe the 
consequences of 
decision making on self, 
others and the 
environment. 


Recognize the 
consequences of 
decision making on self, 
others, and the 
environment. 


Unaware of the 
consequences of 
decision making on self 
and others, and the 
environment. 


 


Responsible Living Goal #3: Evaluate and practice strategies leading to individual and social well-being. 
Learning Outcome 4 3 2 1 0 


Evaluate practices that 
lead to personal and 
social well-being. 


Evaluate strategies that 
influence individual and 
social well-being  


Predict how different 
practices influence 
individual and social 
well-being. 


Explain the connection 
between practices and 
individual and social 
well-being.  


Recognize the 
connection between 
practices and individual 
and social well-being. 


Unaware of the 
connection between 
practices and individual 
and social well-being. 


 
Overall, has this student demonstrated appropriate knowledge and skills for this level in this discipline?   __ Yes   __ No 
 
__ This student did not turn in an acceptable response to the assignment (e.g., failed to turn in a paper, plagiarized, etc.) 
 





